1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The use of mirror visual feedback (MVF) for neurorehabilitation of stroke impairment has grown in the past 20 years, however, little is known about the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms by which MVF may modulate activity in the ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex, and hence aid recovery ([@bb0090]). We have recently shown that virtual MVF of motion of the non-affected hand can elicit significant activation of the ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex in the absence of movement of the affected hand ([@bb0335]). Critically, we showed that this activation overlapped with areas involved in volitional control of the affected hand. These data, therefore, provide a neural basis for virtual mirror feedback, by showing that mirror feedback can activate ipsilesional motor-related hubs that are important for the recovery process. The findings about the neural underpinnings of mirror feedback are encouraging particularly in light of recent clinical studies showing that MVF may show promise in restoring function after stroke ([@bb0410], [@bb0110], [@bb0370], [@bb0375]). The goal of this project is to fill this gap by identifying the neural network and mechanisms by which the ipsilesional motor cortex is facilitated by MVF.

The key question we ask is, what is the source of the signal mediating MVF-elicited facilitation of ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex? Review of available literature posits two competing hypotheses that we aim to test.

The first hypothesis predicts that MVF may mediate the interhemispheric interactions between the motor cortices. Support for this prediction is rooted in a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study or chronic stroke patients that found movement-related beta desynchronization between motor cortices to be less lateralized during bilateral hand movement performed with MVF than when performed without MVF ([@bb0325]). Additional support for this hypothesis arises from literature on the neural basis of cross-activation, a phenomenon akin to overflow of activation from one hemisphere to the other during vigorous movement ([@bb0215], [@bb0345], [@bb0315]). In apparent contradiction, studies using TMS to directly measure changes in interhemispheric inhibitory (IHI) balance resulting from MVF have indicated either a reduction ([@bb0060], [@bb0025]), or no change in IHI ([@bb0205], [@bb0275], [@bb0210]). Therefore, it remains unclear if it is indeed the contralesional motor cortex that modulates the ipsilesional motor cortex to mediate the MVF facilitation. Here, we directly investigate this prediction by using a unilateral movement with and without MVF, to test if the source of MVF-elicited facilitation of the inactive (ipsilesional) M1 arises from the active (contralesional) motor cortex.

The second hypothesis predicts that MVF may activate a bilateral action observation network, which in turn modulates the inactive motor cortex. Here, we operationally define the action observation network (AON), according to published work, as a bilateral fronto-parietal network that is activated when primates or humans observe biological actions ([@bb0050], [@bb0170]) such as the focused observation of real or virtual hand motion ([@bb0290], [@bb0360], [@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0005]). Parietal regions comprising the AON have been shown to be involved in transcallosally communicating with frontal areas for visuomotor remapping ([@bb0035], [@bb0295], [@bb0420]), and to modulate activation of M1 ([@bb0200], [@bb0150]). Thus, it is possible that MVF-mediated facilitation of ipsilateral M1 may arise from selective regions comprising the AON. In support of this prediction is recent fMRI evidence that parts of the AON network, including inferior and superior parietal lobules, superior temporal gyrus, and sensorimotor areas, are recruited in MVF paradigms ([@bb0240], [@bb0155], [@bb0335]). Given the known parietal cortex involvement in movement observation and visuomotor integration, it is possible that MVF-mediated changes in motor cortex excitability arise from the AON network, perhaps via parietal-M1 modulation.

The above two hypotheses bear significant importance for stroke patients who have persistent undesirable increases in IHI from contralesional to ipsilesional M1 during hand movement ([@bb0260]) and weakened parietal-M1 interactions ([@bb0150], [@bb0365]). Empirical evidence suggests that the activation of these regions ([@bb0150], [@bb0305], [@bb0310]), and restored interactions between these regions measured as functional and effective connectivity are important predictors of recovery ([@bb0160], [@bb0065], [@bb0400], [@bb0390], [@bb0085]). Therefore, understanding the MVF network interactions may unveil if mirror feedback has the potential to engage circuits in a manner that may be favorable for recovery.

The focus of the current investigation was to build on our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying virtual MVF, by analyzing the effective connectivity in our previously published dataset ([@bb0335]). We used Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) to model interactions among activated brain regions and draw inferences on the connectivity strength within this neural network ([@bb0120]). Classical deterministic bilinear DCM allows testing the changes in a neural state of a brain region in terms of changes in intrinsic neurophysiological interactions among brain regions independent of the experimental stimulus (input), extrinsic interactions between brain regions modulated by the input, and the direct influence of the input on each region\'s activity.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

This study included fifteen right-handed ([@bb0285]) subjects, with hemiparesis due to stroke (5 right-hemiplegics, 5 females, mean age 54 ± 12 years, range: 37--74 years old). The subjects participated after signing informed consent approved by the institutional review board. Two subjects were excluded from analysis. One subject was excluded for excessive head motion and another because the brain lesion encompassed the sensorimotor cortex (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} for clinical information).

2.2. Experiment task and visual feedback {#s0020}
----------------------------------------

During the experiment, subjects lay in the scanner and wore an MRI-compatible instrumented glove recording 14 joint angles of the hand in real time. Subjects viewed back-projected visual stimuli reflected in a mirror within the scanner bore. In four consecutive scanning runs, subjects moved the non-paretic hand and watched the feedback in the VR environment. Movement in each trial was cued by a text prompt "move", cuing the subject to perform an out-and-back finger movement with a short pause at the target location, followed by a text prompt "rest", cuing the subset to rest at the start position and await the next trial. The "move" prompt was displayed for the duration of the trial event (5 s), and the "rest" prompt was displayed for the duration of the rest period (random 4--7-sec jittered). Subjects were instructed to complete the movement within the "move" epoch. Each scanning run included eight repetitions of four randomly interleaved visual feedback conditions: 1) movement of the ipsilateral VR hand model (veridical-feedback condition), 2) movement of the contralateral VR hand model (mirror-feedback condition), 3) rotation of an ellipsoidal object ipsilateral to the non-paretic moving hand (CTRL, veridical-feedback condition), and 4) rotation of an ellipsoidal object contralateral to the moving hand (CTRL, mirror-feedback condition). The hardware and experiment setup are explained in more detail in our previous publication ([@bb0335]). In this study, we investigated the effect of conditions 1 and 2 on the effective connectivity within the sensorimotor network ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

2.3. fMRI acquisition and analysis {#s0025}
----------------------------------

fMRI data were acquired using a 3-T Siemens Allegra head-only scanner with a Siemens standard 8-channel head coil. Functional images parameters were: (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 100 mm, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm, number of slices = 32, inter-slice time = 62 ms, number of volumes = 175). A high-resolution T1-weighted structural image using an MPRAGE sequence was also acquired for each subject (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 4.38 ms, voxel size = 0.938 × 0.938 × 1 mm, number of slices = 176, slice thickness = 1 mm). Imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) Matlab (Matlab R2012a) toolbox.

fMRI preprocessing included alignment of the functional volumes to the first volume, co-registering with the structural image, and correcting for slice timing. Normalization of the data was optimized by creating a binary mask of each patient\'s lesion using DARTEL toolbox ([@bb0015]), consistent with established approaches ([@bb0045], [@bb0020], [@bb0015], [@bb0010]). Data were smoothed using an 8-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel.

The raw data of the 5 subjects with left hemisphere lesions were flipped to the right so that all subjects had a "virtual" right hemisphere lesion in order to analyze the results in random-effects GLM model at the group level ([@bb0080]). In the GLM, the four experimental sessions were concatenated into one session.

2.4. Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) {#s0030}
----------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Selection of regions of interest {#s0035}

The anatomical nodes used for DCM analysis were derived from a previous analysis performed on the same data in which subjects were exposed to mirror and veridical feedback of non-paretic hand movement ([@bb0335]). The main effect contrast of mirror feedback vs. control, and analysis of functional network interactions using the psychophysiological interaction (PPI), identified four regions which were significantly recruited for mirror feedback: contra- and ipsilesional parietal cortex along the intraparietal sulcus (cPar and iPar), and contra- and ipsilesional primary motor cortices (cM1 and iM1). The subject-specific coordinates of these regions were identified based on the location of the nodes in the group maxima (from the group level analysis of the main effect contrast). Thus, we selected the subject-specific maxima in regions that were within 8 mm of the group maxima and in the same gyrus. This approach, in defining the center coordinates of each region of interest (ROI, 8 mm radius), has been shown to reduce the undesired effects of inter-subject variability in ROI location ([@bb0140]). These subject-specific ROI coordinates were averaged to obtain group level ROI center coordinates (see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

### 2.4.2. Model selection and family analysis {#s0040}

Depending on the number of nodes, the number of possible models can be impossible to explore exhaustively ([@bb0350], [@bb0125]). Thus, the number of plausible models was reduced based on prior knowledge of structural and functional connectivity between these regions. To limit the number of possible models to estimate, we used a step-wise procedure that first identified the architecture of interactions between cM1, iM1, cPar, iPar and the site of the driving input, and secondarily explored the possible models of extrinsic connectivity in each visual feedback condition, per established methods ([@bb0265], [@bb0395]).

### 2.4.3. DCM models {#s0045}

#### 2.4.3.1. Endogenous models {#s0050}

We modeled four possible structural connections between cM1, iM1, cPar, and iPar, based on established anatomy ([@bb0115], [@bb0095]): 1) bidirectional between cM1-iM1 and cPar-iPar and unidirectional from cPar-cM1 and iPar-iM1, 2) bidirectional between cM1-iM1 and unidirectional from cPar-cM1 and iPar-iM1, 3) bidirectional between cM1-iM1, cPar-iPar, and iPar-iM1, and unidirectional from cPar-cM1, 4) bidirectional between cM1-iM1 and iPar-iM1, and unidirectional from cPar-cM1.

#### 2.4.3.2. Driving inputs {#s0055}

The driving inputs to the models were: 1) through cPar and iPar in both conditions, 2) through iPar in the mirror feedback condition and cPar in the veridical feedback condition, or 3) through cPar in both feedback conditions and through iPar in the mirror feedback condition.

This led to 12 DCM models of possible endogenous connections and driving inputs (4 × 3). We used Bayesian model selection to compare these models in order to find the optimal driving input and the optimal representative intrinsic interactions between the four regions ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

The winning model was investigated further for extrinsic connectivity by creating every plausible model that represents modulatory interactions based on our main hypotheses that: (a) iM1 activity is modulated *directly* by cPar or iPar, or (b) iM1 activity is modulated *indirectly* by cPar through a waypoint in cM1 or iPar. Ten models of possible modulatory interactions between nodes were estimated assuming modulation is solely during the mirror feedback condition ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, Family A). Another 10 models were estimated assuming modulation of the network is solely during the veridical feedback condition ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, Family B). The last set of 10 models ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, Family C) was estimated assuming that cPar-iM1 and iPar-iM1 interactions are modulated by mirror feedback, while cPar-cM1 and cM1-iM1 interactions are modulated by veridical feedback.

### 2.4.4. Bayesian model selection (BMS) {#s0060}

Assuming homogeneity in model structure and driving input, a fixed effect model selection analysis (FFX) was used to compare models with different architecture. Assuming heterogeneity across subjects in terms of the modulatory effect on extrinsic connectivity ([@bb0185], [@bb0350]), a random effects (RFX) analysis was used to compare the extrinsic connectivity between models. Inferences on extrinsic connectivity parameters of an optimal model were derived using one sample *t*-tests on the B parameters of the optimal models in the group of subjects.

3. Results {#s0065}
==========

3.1. DCM model structure {#s0070}
------------------------

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B (left) illustrates that BMS identified family 1 to be the optimal family, with a posterior probability of 1 and log-evidence of 1.46 × 10^26^. The driving input in family 1 was through the contralesional and ipsilesional parietal sites (cPar, iPar), for veridical and mirror feedback conditions. In family 1, the winning model was model 1 ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B, right), with a posterior probability of 1, and log-evidence of 189. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B illustrates that the structure of the intrinsic connectivity in model 1 included a bi-directional connection between bilateral motor cortices (cM1-iM1), a bidirectional connection between cPar-iPar, and unidirectional connections from cPar-to-cM1 and from iPar-to-iM1.

3.2. Activation elicited by mirror feedback {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------

Regions significantly activated by mirror-feedback are reported in our previous publication ([@bb0335]) and shown as a blue-colored overlay in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A. Significant mirror feedback-based activation was noted in the ipsilesional postcentral gyrus, corresponding to Brodmann Area 1 (BA1), extended rostrally to the primary motor cortex (BA4) and caudally along the intraparietal sulcus, and in the precuneus. Significant mirror-feedback based activation was also noted in the contralesional pre- and post-central gyri (BA1--4), and in the superior-inferior parietal lobules mostly along the intraparietal sulcus (see also figures and tables in ([@bb0335]) for specific loci).

3.3. Extrinsic connectivity model selection {#s0080}
-------------------------------------------

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B shows the BMS for the 30 possible models across the three families for modulation of extrinsic connectivity. BMS analysis identified family 'A' as the family of models with the highest exceedance probability (0.87) and expected probability (0.62). The models comprising family 'A' had modulation of extrinsic connectivity by mirror feedback and none by veridical feedback (see also [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 10 models in family 'A', model 3 had the highest exceedance probability (0.49) and expected probability (0.29) ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). Model 3 of family 'A' ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A and C) included modulation of extrinsic connectivity from cPar-to-iM1 (b1), from iPar-to-iM1 (b2), and from iPar-to-cPar (b3) during the mirror-feedback condition. One sample *t*-tests on the 'B' parameters revealed that only the b1 parameter was significant within this model ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D; *t*~12~ = 2.3, *p* = 0.041; mean 'b1' parameter = 0.295). The modulation of the remaining two extrinsic connectivity parameters in model 3 (iPar-to-cPar and iPar-to-iM1) was not statistically significant.

4. Discussion {#s0085}
=============

The aim of this study was to define the modulatory network dynamics mediating the activation of the ipsilesional sensorimotor cortex as a result of engaging in a mirror-feedback training session. In our prior event-related fMRI study ([@bb0335]), we demonstrated in chronic stroke subjects that virtual reality-based mirror feedback of hand movements elicits significant activation in bilateral sensorimotor networks; activation that is attributed to mirror-feedback rather than motor production or other non-specific effects. In the current study, we have re-analyzed that data using dynamic causal modeling to test which nodes within the activated network exert a modulatory, task-based, influence over the ipsilesional motor cortex. We report that the mirror-feedback effect may depend on the contralesional parietal cortex which, according to our findings, exerts a significant modulatory drive onto ipsilesional M1. Importantly, no significant modulation within the a-priori defined network was noted in the control condition involving identical movement with veridical visual feedback. Accordingly, although the winning DCM model included three modulatory inputs to iM1 (from ipsilesional parietal cortex (iPar), contralesional parietal cortex (cPar), and contralesional M1 (cM1), we focus the discussion only on the cPar region as extrinsic modulation (the 'B' parameter) was the only one to reach statistical significance on post-hoc testing.

4.1. Action observation network and mirror feedback {#s0090}
---------------------------------------------------

To-date, eight fMRI studies have been conducted to study the neural patterns of activation attributed to mirror feedback. Of these, four are in chronic stroke patients ([@bb0240], [@bb0245], [@bb0030], [@bb0335]) and generally involve a multi-week bout of mirror training accompanied by pre/post fMRI measures while subjects move the affected hand. These studies in stroke have shown a widespread network of MVF induced activation including areas such as M1, SMC, premotor cortex, precuneus, posterior cingulate cortex and parietal areas. Associations between neurophysiological findings and clinical outcomes are discussed further in [Section 4.4](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}.

The remaining four studies are single session designs in healthy individuals ([@bb0230], [@bb0155], [@bb0405], [@bb0135]). Collectively, the studies of healthy individuals have found significant MVF related activation in M1, SMC, premotor, parietal, V5, STG and superior occipital areas with several noting that the prominent effect of mirrored feedback (compared to direct visual feedback, which we term 'veridical feedback' in our study) is reflected by more bilateral activation of sensorimotor areas ([@bb0105], [@bb0135]). The sole investigation of MVF using DCM ([@bb0155]) to probe the network interactions indicated an MVF-specific increase of effective connectivity between each premotor region and the contralateral supplementary motor area, which caused an increased functional coupling with the ipsilateral SMC. The exact underlying mechanism of this reduced lateralization remains difficult to explain because, for instance, some studies have used unimanual while others used bimanual movements, hence making it hard to tease apart whether it is related to a transcallosal transfer of information or a cross-activation (overflow) effect.

However, bilateral activation of M1 does not necessarily imply transcallosal communication between sensorimotor cortices. Indeed, other studies have reported activation of cortical areas comprising the action observation network (see discussion below), which may contribute to the bilateral activation noted above ([@bb0090]). Our data favor the hypothesis that mirror feedback-based modulation of iM1 arises from the contralesional parietal cortex, rather than contralesional M1.

The modulatory node in the parietal cortex noted in our study, the rostral portion of the inferior parietal cortex, is often ascribed to part of the action observation network (AON), dubbed as a set of regions activated by observation of biological motion ([@bb0270], [@bb0380], [@bb0320]). This body of work reveals the involvement of the intraparietal sulcus, and the adjacent convexity on the inferior bank (supramarginal gyrus) and superior bank (BA5), in hand-oriented actions. The above-mentioned parietal regions receive rich visual and somatosensory input about action goals and hand shaping, have neurons with receptive fields pertaining to the hand, and make strong connections with (pre)motor areas ([@bb0255], [@bb0355], [@bb0415], [@bb0180], [@bb0235], [@bb0330], [@bb0040], [@bb0145]). Retrograde tracer injections into the lateral funiculus of the cervical spinal cord of non-human primates reveal labeling of presumptive corticospinal neurons in the inferior parietal lobule convexity, area PFG ([@bb0250], [@bb0330]), suggesting that some of these areas may even have a role in motor execution of grasp.

4.2. Transcallosal modulation from parietal to motor cortex {#s0095}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Although it bears relatively little surprise that the rostral intraparietal sulcus and the inferior-superior parietal convexities (what we collectively refer to as the cPar node) should be activated for hand-based actions with mirror feedback, it is striking that the modulation from cPar to iM1 is transcallosal. Indeed, traditionally most tracing studies have focused on intra-hemispheric connections between parietal and frontal lobes, or homotopic interhemispheric connections (e.g. parietal-to-parietal or frontal-to-frontal). Also present are interhemispheric projections connecting heterotopic regions, both within a lobe, as well as across lobes (for review, ([@bb0340])), though they are admittedly sparser than homotopic connections. An extreme example of this pertains to the robust interhemispheric projections from visual cortical areas to contralateral speech centers in the dominant hemisphere ([@bb0100]). Akin to this, regions of the intraparietal sulcus and inferior-superior convexities make connections with heterotopic areas of the parietal and frontal lobes in the opposite hemisphere ([@bb0225], [@bb0165], [@bb0055], [@bb0175]). It is therefore plausible that there exists an underlying anatomical architecture fostering interhemispheric modulation from the parietal to the motor cortex.

Support for this also stems from elegant human neurophysiology conducted by Rothwell and colleagues. In a series of experiments, the authors used a twin-coil Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) paradigm to study the modulation that sub-regions in the parietal cortex have over M1, intra- and inter-hemispherically. The main findings were that conditioning TMS pulses applied over the rostral and caudal portions of the intraparietal sulcus led to inhibitory and facility modulation of M1 respectively, whether the effects were measured intra- or interhemispherically ([@bb0190], [@bb0200]). It is noteworthy to point out that the parietal-to-M1 modulation (at least within a hemisphere) seems to be strongest for hand-arm actions executed to the contralateral workspace ([@bb0195]). In light of the above anatomic-functional interactions between cPar and iM1, we suggest that mirror feedback may be mediated by a broad interhemispheric network that integrates hand grasping and representation of contralateral peri-personal workspace. It is important to stress that no significant network modulation was noted for the veridical condition, suggesting that the cPar-M1 modulation was specific to the feedback, rather than the motor task, which was identical in both conditions.

4.3. Mirror feedback modulation does not arise from the contralesional M1 {#s0100}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

DCM analysis revealed that the effective connectivity from cM1 to iM1 was not significant in either the mirror or veridical feedback conditions, suggesting that cM1 is an unlikely source of modulation for the mirror task. This finding is in agreement with twin-coil TMS studies that did not note interhemispheric inhibition to be a potential mediator of mirror feedback ([@bb0275], [@bb0280], [@bb0025], [@bb0210]). The Nojima group found that activation was directed to the viewed rather than the active hand ([@bb0275]), and that inter-manual transfer during MVF training could still be possible despite callosotomy ([@bb0280]). Our data, and the above-mentioned neurophysiology work, fit well with the above literature, suggesting that the modulatory signal in the mirror condition should not be presumed to arise from the 'active' M1.

4.4. Potential clinical relevance of parietal-to-M1 modulation underlying mirror training {#s0105}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To date, the most extensive clinical investigation of MVF which also explored neural mechanisms found that mirror therapy in chronic stroke helps attain greater improvements than control intervention, though improvements were small, lost at six months, and did not show transfer to ADLs ([@bb0245]). The associated neurophysiological finding was a shift of activation towards the lesioned M1 after mirror therapy (change in laterality index) ([@bb0245], [@bb0030]). However, the findings in the above-mentioned RCT ([@bb0245]) and another MVF investigational study from the same group ([@bb0240]) reveal conflicting results with regard to areas activated by MVF and the loci of MVF related cortical reorganization. Better understanding of the MVF network interactions may unveil if mirror feedback has the potential to engage circuits in a manner that may favor recovery. Our investigation revealed MVF-related parietal-to-M1 coupling. Weakened parietal-to-M1 interactions ([@bb0150], [@bb0365]) have been previously identified in stroke, and restoring functional interactions among this network has been positively correlated with good recovery ([@bb0065], [@bb0385], [@bb0400], [@bb0150], [@bb0305], [@bb0310], [@bb0390], [@bb0085]). Mirror feedback, therefore, may be a useful clinical tool, as it has been shown to improve some outcomes in moderately to severely impaired patients ([@bb0370], [@bb0375], [@bb0300]), and to activate specific networks that may favor recovery, particularly in patients who cannot otherwise engage their paretic hand in exercise. It remains unknown if similar networks could be activated in acutely impaired stroke patients; this is a focus of ongoing investigations in our lab. In light of the recent gain in popularity of non-invasive cortical stimulation as a therapeutic tool to boost activation of cortical areas to aide recovery, our data suggest that the contralesional parietal cortex, in addition to the motor cortex which is typically targeted, may be a viable locus to target if the stimulation is to be combined with mirror training. This too remains to be tested directly.

4.5. Study limitations {#s0110}
----------------------

The small sample size has a potential effect of inflating the effect size. It also prevents us from analyzing the relationship between effects size and lesion location. A bigger sample size and a more homogeneous sample would be needed in future studies to establish if certain patient populations may have stronger responses to MVF. Given that we used a deterministic model with 4 nodes, our results can only be interpreted in the hypothesis-driven model space, and does not necessarily mean that the optimal model identified in our study is the absolute true model if more regions were to be tested ([@bb0130], [@bb0220]). However, as mentioned in the introduction and the methods sections, our a-priori decision to include the four regions of interest was based on previously published investigations showing, in a whole-brain analysis, those to be the most representative nodes responding to mirror feedback. Hence, inclusion of non a-priori defined visuomotor processing areas would lack a clear hypothesis, add challenges to model selection and model validation, and complicate interpretation of the results. Another limitation to the study is the absence of a healthy, age-matched, control group which could delineate whether we identified canonical network interactions or if these interactions are compensatory in nature. Although the additional group would add to our understanding of these mechanisms, and is currently under investigation, our findings nevertheless point to the importance of parietal-M1 interactions for mirror feedback in chronic stroke.

5. Conclusion {#s0115}
=============

In conclusion, our data show that mirror feedback performed by chronic stroke patients is mediated by contralesional parietal cortex modulation over the ipsilesional M1. This modulation is not present in the veridical feedback condition suggesting that it is the feedback, rather than the motor output, that drives the network interaction. Our results indicate that mirror feedback may engage networks important for recovery, and that the contralesional parietal lobe may be a putative region that should be considered for non-invasive cortical stimulation if it is to be combined with mirror training.
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![Subjects wore MRI compatible instrumented data gloves that recorded finger movement in real-time. Finger motion was back-projected onto a screen, showing two virtual hand models. On a given trial, motion of the unaffected hand actuated one of the VR hands, located on the same (Veridical) or opposite (Mirror) side relative to the actual hand. In separate, randomly interleaved, control conditions the VR hands were replaced with ellipsoids that rotated about an oblique axis to rule out visual confounds.](gr1){#f0005}

![Model space of endogenous connectivity for Family 1, Family 2, and Family 3. Each family has four different A matrix structures. The families differ based on the site of the driving input in each condition: In Family 1, the driving input is into cPar and iPar for the Mirror and Veridical conditions (thick circles). In Family 2, the driving input into cPar is for Veridical feedback (dashed circles) and into iPar for Mirror feedback (gray circles). In Family 3, the driving input into cPar is for Mirror and Veridical feedback (thick circles) and into iPar for Mirror feedback (gray circles).](gr2){#f0010}

![Model space of extrinsic connectivity analysis. All models have the same DCM.A and DCM.C structure (identical with model 1 in Family 1, see [Results](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} section), but the DCM.B structure differs from model to model. Families A, B, and C are different based on the role of each condition in modulating the extrinsic connectivity.](gr3){#f0015}

![Results of the BMS FFX analysis for endogenous connectivity. (A) The relative log-evidence and posterior probabilities of family-based comparison are shown, as is the relative log-evidence and posterior probability of each model in the 3 families. (B) The structure of the winning model. White arrows show inter-regional connections, with the DCM.A values listed at each arrow-head. The mirror (MF) and veridical (VF) feedback driving input to the model is shown as dashed lines, with the DCM.C values listed in italics at each arrow-head.](gr4){#f0020}

![Results of the BMS RFX analysis for extrinsic connectivity. (A) The activation in the mirror feedback condition shown as a blue overlay map. Regions of interest that were used in the DCM analysis are marked as circles (iM1, cM1, iPar, cPar). White arrows show inter-regional connections of the winning model of endogenous connectivity (DCM.A, see also [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). The results for the winning model for extrinsic connectivity are shown as curved red arrows, with the DCM.B values listed for each modulatory connection (b1, b2, b3). (B) The exceedance and expected probabilities of family- and model-based comparisons are shown. (C) The winning model (Family A, Model 3). (D) Bar plot showing the results of one-sample *t*-tests for each 'B' parameter. Only the cPar-to-iM1 modulation (b1) reached statistical significance.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Subjects\'clinical information.

Table 1

  Subject   Age   Gender   Months   CMA/CMH   Lesion
  --------- ----- -------- -------- --------- ---------------
  S1        63    F        53       6/4       L cortical
  S2        55    M        41       5/4       L subcortical
  S3^⁎^     49    M        144      5/4       L subcortical
  S4        74    M        9        6/6       R cortical
  S5        70    F        96       7/5       R subcortical
  S6        58    M        132      5/4       R cortical
  S7        37    M        92       4/3       R subcortical
  S8        69    F        18       7/7       R subcortical
  S9        68    M        78       6/6       R cortical
  S10       48    F        148      4/3       R cortical
  S11^⁎^    41    F        70       6/6       R cortical
  S12       43    M        11       4/4       L subcortical
  S13       41    M        158      6/6       L cortical
  S14       53    M        156      6/6       R subcortical
  S15       39    F        14       4/3       R cortical

CVA, cerebrovascular accident; CMA, Chedokee-McMaster Motor AssessmentArm Scale; CMH, Chedokee-McMaster Motor Assessment Hand Scale; dWMFT, Distal Wolf Motor Function Test; L, left; R, right; Months, time since CVA in months. Asterisks highlight the subjects excluded from the analysis.

###### 

ROI mean MNI coordinates in mm.

Table 2

  Region   X (std)      Y (std)      Z (std)
  -------- ------------ ------------ ----------
  iPar     41 (6.6)     − 26 (3.9)   50 (3.5)
  cPar     − 30 (0)     − 54 (3.8)   51 (0)
  cM1      − 41 (1.1)   − 6 (2.1)    51 (4.3)
  iM1      39 (3.2)     − 6 (1.7)    48 (2.9)

Std: standard deviation, i: ipilesional, c: contralesional.
